Performance of range-separated hybrid exchange-correlation functionals for the calculation of magnetic exchange coupling constants of organic diradicals.
The prediction of magnetic behavior is important for the design of new magnetic materials. Kohn-Sham density functional theory is popular for this purpose, although one should be careful about choosing the right exchange-correlation functional. Here, we perform a statistical analysis to test different range-separated hybrid density functionals for the calculation of magnetic exchange coupling constants J of fourteen organic diradicals. Our analysis suggests that in absolute terms the MN12SX functional performs best among the series of twelve functionals studied here (including the popular B3LYP), followed by N12SX functionals along with Scuseria's HSE series of functionals. LC- ωPBE was found to be the least accurate, which is in contrast with its good performance for calculating J for transition metal complexes. The HSE family of functionals and B3LYP are the only functionals to reproduce the qualitative trends of the coupling constants correctly for the ferromagnetically coupled diradicals under study. © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.